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Bomber crew xbox gameplay

Written by Mario / October 22, 2017 In this tutorial I would like to present and explain in the easiest way how to understand and play this game. You have plenty of time to get started, so take advantage of it. Every time I start my mission, I will instruct the mechanic to bring ammunition (1 to 2 darts) to the front of the ship. This causes the man responsible for the bombing or another person sitting behind the
rifle to waste valuable time walking through the entire ship to bring a round of ammunition and not leave the front of the ship unmanned. Immediately prepare a bombing position, select the right bombs or fight to satisfy you, since in the previous case, give yourself time, the only thing you need to do is open the applause and click on the landfill If your plane is in good condition or you say that you can still
manage to make another target, take photos, to do so you will leave 500 - 1000 pounds In my personal opinion it is better to go in heavy armor and have a strong gun. Because? Because you're a fast bomber, since you're still firing fighter jets, you can't escape them. It's better to be hard to beat and be better armed. Armor: Everywhere heavy engines: it is not worth taking armor because they too have
inflated the weight of the plane. Better go to the basics. However, if the scale is too large and the motors are at a basic level, change the exterior to light and leave the inside inside. Shelving equipment: *From left 1 Shelf: 1 parachute, 2 first aid kits. 2 Shelf: 2 first aid kits and 1 parachute or if you do not have fire extinguishers in the engine first aid kit, fire extinguisher and parachute. 3 Shelf: 3 parachutes. 4
Shelf: 2 parachutes, 1 first aid kit. Survival: Pontoons and pigeons at rifles maximum level: Always at the highest level but usually leave the back with the power supply, but when the X4 rifle spins, replace it and, in the next changes, give it to the power supply. Markers: Armor -Heavy Armor, They are slow but it is important to live long to protect the rest of the crew, with the rest in case of evacuation they
have 2 parachutes next to and out Mechanical: Armor - Life jacket, sneakers and pilot's cap - The mechanic should be quick to move quickly through the ship in case of an accident. The life jacket is just a chance to recover it when it falls (they only work on water :)) Pilot: Armor -Heavy Armor, The pilot must be tough, unless someone has to hold the helm Radiophone and Navigator: Armor - The heaviest
they can be, They are an important part of a unit, they can not die at all. Bombardment: Heavy armor or armor of medium weight - After all, it is at the head of the blow. Medium weight armor should give him time to escape during evacuation. Markers: Rescue - They have to help out there in the back Mechanic: shooting - In my opinion it is a good option because usually after the bombing I remove it from the
front gun and give it to the Lower Navigator: first aid - it is close to the pilot so it will heal quickly and the pilot will remove it immediately immediately Radio operator control: navigation - If someone decides to die, they must replace it and judge that it is the right option Pilot: first aid - When it is hot will be able to help anyone Bomber man: shoot - it is right next to the rifle c that will be fast and multifunctional
For most of my campaigns I have usually flown to the lowest level, which rarely changes it. However, there were occasions when I was forced to change my roof to medium. During the fire from FLAK, I changed my ceiling to medium, this made me less impressed with it. The higher ceiling caused them not to reach the plane at all. The altitude of the flight does not affect the visibility of the aircraft, and the
fighters will still attack However, you can not fly too long on the highest ceiling because it is cold there, causing the death of the crew. The medium ceiling and the higher ceiling are good for evacuations. This gives the crew a lot of time to escape. If you see that you have very little fuel and feel that you will not want to at the airport, you will spread the crew. Commit to jumping out the best at first, if you are
sure that the pilot will die during landing, change it to a worse crew member, personally advise the navigator (little to lose his ability is only changing the flight route) If both engines are cut to one side, fuel should be poured over the ala with the engine running. This will give you more time to go back and fight It can also be a case that the broken engine from the inside loses the frame - in this case it breaks
the evacuation that there is little chance that you will land. Game: Bomber Crew Runner Duck's Bomber Crew offers an intense and strategic simulation experience that puts you in full control (surprise!) of the crew of a Lancaster Bomber. But the game doesn't always tell you what you need to know and there can be a sharp learning curve. That's why we put together this neat little guide to help you get
started with everything you need to know for success. Your crew and GearRecruitment In the early stages of the game, the main thing you want to pay attention to when recruiting new crew members is speed. Armor and the ability to survive on land or at sea are important, but equipment upgrades later can improve all these statistics. In addition, many of the good equipment puts a dent in the speed
statistics. Speed determines how quickly the crew member moves, which seems really obvious, but its meaning cannot be overstated. The last thing you want is a pokey engineer kicking off to get out an engine or a forward fire or a gunner who can't reach the turret fast enough. It's not just the most active crew members who need Quickly. The navigator and radio operator have yet to be able to book it
under pressure, for example if they have to deliver ammunition to a turret at the other end of the aircraft. Thankfully, the flashy of your plane no longer attracts you enemies. Choose the right gear For a while, the equipment for your crew and aircraft is very limited. Most good things are stuck behind intel requirements, the second type of reward you get to complete missions. You won't have any just to get
through training. But when you start raking in rewards, it's best to upgrade your plane first because it's the first thing damaged in a firefight. Better extinction systems are an absolute must, along with efficient turrets (though these can come later unless you have difficulty in early aerial combat). However, it is a good idea to install racks for equipment as well. Not only do they increase the armor of your plane;
they also give you a place to store parachutes. Parachutes are vital in case you have to order everyone to jump, but it's good to equip your engineer with one anyway, so you can be sure he won't die if there's an accident while on the ala and they're being swept away. Training and SkillsThe Training section is a bit of an improper term, since you can't actually engage in additional activities to train your crew.
Instead, it's where you control all the skills they may have learned and see when they unlock their secondary skills. The game doesn't do a great job of informing you about what these blocked skills are, however, so when your crew levels up, you'll want to come back and pay special attention to the skills as they unlock. There are some very important ones that could affect success or failure. For example, a
Level 2 pilot learns the Emergency Landing ability. If you encounter a problem or can't set it on fire, this ability is really life-saving. You can still have the option to make an emergency landing without a leveled pilot, but if your pilot doesn't know the skill, it's basically a death sentence for your crew and plane. There are other less vital, but equally important, abilities, such as the Engineer's Lean ability that
helps you burn less fuel, and the gunner's Focus ability that makes it easy to manage enemy fighters. The takeaway from all this? Make sure your crew is able to perform an action beyond the bases such as landing gear or opening bay doors, although the game asks you to choose the Keep your crew as safe as possible action, even if it means abandoning your plane if a mission becomes sour. Get the
bombs off! So you have your crew and plane ready to go, and you're about to take on some missions. Don't run blind, though, or Bomber Crew will punish you. Mission basicsYou've received several missions to choose from at the same time, so which mission to choose from first? As attractive as the most challenging missions may seem, they do not Still. It's much better to complete the easiest missions so
you can level up your crew and take some money and information points. This way you have a better chance of surviving the most difficult missions later. And you want to survive. If the crew members die, go back to level 1 with a new recruit to replace them, and if your plane goes, there's no It. You have two basic goals in your first missions: complete the primary task and return to base in one piece. If you
run the main task, but crash on the way back to base, you still earn your intel money and rewards. (Of course, you'll spend that money to get back to where you were before the bankruptcy.) The ideal situation is to complete both, so you earn more rewards and experience. During many missions, you'll find some sort of additional recapture, where you have to fly to a new navigation point and take accurate
photos of a subject. It's definitely worth doing, since it's a way to earn extras from all over the world. But, if you find out you're surrounded by enemies or fuel-efficient, it might be best to ignore the request to tag a new navigation point and continue with your main mission. Some missions also offer completion bonuses, such as lowering the enemy defense in the next mission if you complete the whole thing.
In-flight informationI have other things to keep in mind to ensure your mission is as successful as possible. When Runner Duck tells you this is a simulation game, they're not kidding: you're in control of even the smallest details. The Little Things After takeoff, don't forget to raise your landing gear. Otherwise, you burn more fuel for the added additional weight. And then don't forget to lower it when you try to
land, or you're in trouble. Similarly, timing is everything for bomb bay doors: you don't want them to open too early or use more fuel, but if you wait too long, you'll miss your golden chance to hit your target. You will have to select which bomb and how many to use each time. And one of the most important things? Tag all new fighters that come into view, otherwise your Gunners won't attack them. In most
cases, you are responsible for the placement of your crew. Sometimes, they will start in place, like the Gunners and navigator. But for others, it's up to you to get them where they need to be, when they need to be there. Never move your pilot, unless absolutely necessary, or you are doomed. Crew members whose positions are not so important can be used to ferry supplies as ammunition to the turret
needed when they run out. As an extra best practice tip, try to make sure you add an extra round of ammo for each turret before you reach your goal, as it helps ensure it doesn't run out so fast. The communication is KeyListen to the crew members. On the left side of the screen, you will see small messages from them appear from time to time if something shows up, if there is a new lens, if a turret runs out
of ammunition and things of the You can click the small icon to select the desired crew member quickly and accurately. However, be sure to align the cursor exactly where you need the member to go, or it will end up taking up a lot more time to perform a simple task. If you could go back (or forward) TimeYes this all seems to be getting too much, there's easy way to slow things down to give you the ability
to multitask. In the upper-left corner of the screen, you'll see a purple bar with a clock and the Ctrl key symbol. This bar indicates how long you can slow down the time by holding down ctrl. It's perfect for issuing orders, finding that navigation point you passed ten minutes ago, or tagging the team of fighters that came out of nowhere. If the sky is enemies-free and you're just trying to reach or achieve your
goal, you can click the Fast Forward button at the top right of the screen to speed things up. This is especially useful for landings at the base, which can sometimes move quite slowly. Happy landings There are a lot from bomber crew and a lot to learn all at once. However, if you keep these bases in mind, build your aircraft's defenses and capabilities, and level up your crew, there's no reason why you
won't be the next flying ace of WWII. Let us know in the comments how you're doing so far in the game! Game!
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